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SOS Ltd (SOS): Nothing to Save Here
We are short SOS Ltd. (NYSE:SOS), (“SOS”, “the Company”). SOS is a China-based reverse merger which has
languished since its April 2017 IPO until its torrent of crypto-related hype has taken shares up over 600% at their
peak. However, we find the Company’s claims regarding its supposed cryptocurrency mining purchases and
acquisitions to be extremely problematic, if not fabricated entirely. Meanwhile, insiders – including Chairman
Yandai, Wang Yilin, CFO Li Sing Leung, and Jonathan Zhang – as well as the Company’s largest shareholders are
already selling their shareholdings as of filings made as early as February 2 and as recently as 3 days ago. We think
the ship is already sinking and there’s nothing worth saving. We’re short SOS and believe shares are worthless.
On January 21, SOS claimed to have entered into an agreement with HY International Group New York Inc. (“HY”)
to acquire 15,645 mining rigs, namely “A10 Pro 780M” and “T2T 37T” miners, for $20 million. We believe HY
resembles a shell company which SOS has either created itself or co-opted into its fraud:
-

HY’s State of New York business documents list an address at a virtual office in New York City. This same
address shared by SOS and its lawyers, as indicated by its most recent S-3 filing.
HY’s website is hosted on the same server and shares an IP address with FXK Technology Corporation (“FXK”),
HY’s intended acquisition target, as well as with an SOS executive’s former company.
HY’s website claims its CEO is “Claire Low”. We were unable to find any outside references to this name that
confirm this person’s existence. Conspicuously, HY listed zero principal officers on its State of New York
documents, effectively concealing its true provenance.
HY’s contact information displays a sole Gmail address. Presumably, a mining supplier with the capability to
fill a $20 million order at a far faster rate than its peers would have its own company email address.

On February 9, the Company claimed to have received 5,000 of these rigs ahead of schedule, and on February 23,
the Company claimed that these 5,000 rigs have “gone live.” Even more concerning however, we believe that
SOS’s own photo displays not A10 Pro or T2T 37T miners, but Avalon A1066 miners, suggesting that the miners
pictured do not belong to SOS. This is unsurprising, given that the “A10 Pro 780M” miner that SOS has claimed is
now “live” is still not yet even available for delivery from the manufacturer. SOS claims it took just 19 days to
receive the initial 5,000 rigs and just 14 days to bring them live. Notwithstanding the above, we find this timeline
highly improbable given extremely tight supply and Chinese New Year. In comparison, bellwethers RIOT
Blockchain and Marathon Patent Group recently reported order delays with times ranging from 67 to 156 days.
Moreover, on January 19, SOS claimed to have entered into a letter of intent (“LOI”) to acquire FXK Technology
Corporation (“FXK”), supposedly a Canadian cryptocurrency technology firm. However, much like HY, we find that
SOS has left its clown shoe-sized footprints all over FXK even prior to the deal closing. FXK’s only listed address is
a 5-bedroom home in British Columbia, an apparent “rent-an-office” space shared by at least 4 other entities.
FXK’s website also appears to be a sloppy rip-off of RHY, a well-known Chinese crypto operator. Indeed, FXK even
appears to have accidentally left RHY behind in its copied webpages. FXK’s source code contains numerous
references to “sosbx”, or SOS’s insurance business, hence suggesting its very origin ties directly to the Company.
Finally, FXK shares a common ICP number with SOS, again suggesting common ownership.
SOS’s most recent (unaudited) financials were filed with the SEC for just Q2 2020, wherein the Company generated
a laughable $74,000 in revenues and just $610,000 in cash. SOS has cycled through 3 auditors in the past 2 years,
most recently bringing on Audit Alliance LLP as Shandong Haoxin departed in October 2020, citing a reportable
event over numerous causes of material weaknesses. SOS’s multiple ongoing recent, in our view, predatory capital
raises claim to “use the proceeds to invest in cryptocurrency mining equipment...” However, given our view that
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SOS hasn’t actually purchased the rigs it claims to have purchased, we think it’s entirely possible that these
proceeds have already been misappropriated by insiders.

“The Robbery” – We Think SOS’s Crypto Operations Have Been Largely Fabricated
SOS Ltd (SOS) was previously known as China Finance (XRF), which claimed to focus on a micro-lending business.
In August 2020, it then sold this peer-to-peer lending business for just $3.5 million, and pivoted to an emergency
services business. Its share price nevertheless languished until early January 2021, when the Company began a
torrential string of 14+ press releases related to its supposedly newfound focus on bitcoin mining. Core to this
promotion are the Company’s January 21 claims to have purchased $20 million worth, or over 15,000 mining rigs,
of which 5,000 have already been brought live as of February 23.

“The Stand-In” – SOS’s “Live Rigs” Don’t Appear to be Those It “Ordered”
In its February 23 press release, SOS provided apparent support for the existence of these mining rigs with a
picture, making sure to include a taped sheet of paper with “SOS” printed on it, as if to suggest ownership:

However, we find that these miners don’t appear to be the same miners that the Company claims to have ordered.
Per the January 21 press release, the Company ordered T2T 37T miners and A10 Pro miners. More specifically:
“Pursuant to the purchase agreement, SOS is expected to pay approximately US$20 million to purchase
14238 PCS built with parts including the Momentum T2T 37T Double Speed, 1408 Momentum A10 Pro
780M, from HY International Group New York Inc. a seller of cryptocurrency mining rigs.”
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Per the earlier February 9 press release, “The first batch of delivery [i.e. those claimed to be live as of February
23] is composed of a pool of 5000 PCS of mining rigs, which can generate about BTC Hash Power 175P and ETH
Hash Power 350G.” We find even the Company’s reference to hash rate as indicative of the amateurishness of this
fraud, as every other miner typically refers to hash rates in PH/s.
We find these same apparent amateur mistakes further in SOS’s initial claims over the names of the miners that
they’ve supposedly purchased. First, we were unable to find any machines with “Momentum” branding.
Presumably, SOS meant to refer to Innosilicon’s T2T-37T, released in September 2019. Reference to these machines
is often preceded by the following two Chinese characters: 芯动, which we find translate as “core motion” or “core
movement.” We suspect that SOS made a translation error reflected by the Company’s apparent inability to
correctly recognize the brand name of the machines it was supposedly ordering.
Further, SOS claims to have purchased 1,408 “Momentum A10 Pro 780M” machines, yet we are unable to verify
that these machines are even available. The closest comparable machine that we could find was Innosilicon’s A10
Pro 8G, a top-of-the-line machine which appears to be entirely sold out on sites such as BlokForge. Thus, machines
sold on the secondary market receive vast markups, such as this on Amazon for $39,999, as well as the 7G
machines which are being sold for $32,999 to $34,999:

SOS has claimed to have purchased 1,408 of these machines. At $18,500 per machine, this equates to an estimated
total consideration of $26.0 million, while at an estimated secondary market price of $35,000, this equates to total
consideration of $49.3 million, each figure well over the entire $20 million purchase price. Note that this is also
prior to consideration for the additional 14,238 T2T 37T machines that SOS also claims to have purchased.
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Astute readers will also note that SOS’s press release claimed a total rig count of 14,645, yet 1,408 plus 14,238
sums to 14,646.
Regarding the supposed T2T 37T miners also supposedly ordered from HY, we were unable to find any pictured,
let alone listed for sale on either HY’s or Innosilicon’s website, again calling into question the provenance of SOS’s
pictured machines. Nevertheless, an example of a T2T 37T miner is pictured below, while readers can also find an
October 2019 video of a T2T 37T rig here. Note that in both the picture below and the YouTube video, the T2T 37T
power unit has two fans, while its power switch is centered in line, as our annotation shows:

T2T 37T (BTC miner)

A10 Pro (ETH miner)

For the A10 Pro’s part (see above), we find that the only A10 Pro listed from HY is a model which has a square face
with a single fan cover, rather than a rectangular face with two covers:

However, when we look closer at the rigs that SOS has claimed are now mining both BTC and ETH, we see stark
differences that indicate to us that these machines are simply not what the Company has claimed. Note in
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particular that the pictured rigs each have 2 covers on the face, while the power units appear to have 3 fans and
an off-centered power switch:

Neither the A10 Pro on HY’s site, the A10 Pro 7G, A10 Pro 8G, nor the T2T 37T resemble what we see here.
Instead, the pictured machines appear to instead best resemble Avalon’s A1066 miner, which has both 3 fans and
an off-centered power switch:

To confirm that SOS had not simply replaced the power units on its rigs, we also inquired with AplusPower Co.,
Ltd, a provider of crypto miner PSUs, which offers a PSU that resembles those pictured by SOS (again note the 3
vents and off-centered switch):
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The representatitive told us via Skype that this power unit pictured would not be suitable for the T2T 37T, and
confirmed that it would be suitable only for select Avalon units as originally intended:

SOS claimed to purchase and install “Momentum” brand A10 Pro 780M and T2T 37T
miners, yet the very few miners the Company was willing to picture appear to be totally
different, calling into question whether they truly belong to SOS.

“The Rig Supplier” – HY International Appears to be a Shell Created by SOS
SOS claims that the supplier of these – what we believe to be non-existent – A10 Pro and T2T 37T rigs is “HY
International Group New York Inc.” (“HY”), which itself claims to be the “world’s largest mining machine
matchmaker.” We think HY is a fictitious supplier created and de-facto controlled by SOS, and SOS never had any
intention of fulfilling its supposed $20 million order.
First, SOS shares an address with the supposed third-party supplier. Per the State of New York records, SOS
subsidiary “SOS Information Technology Co” lists an address at 800 Third Ave, Suite 2800, New York, NY 10022:
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We also see from SOS’s most recent S-3 that its law firm is located at the same address:

Indeed, HY shares the exact same address:
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800 Third Ave, Suite 2800 is a virtual and shared office space, making it highly likely, in our view, that HY was
simply created by SOS’s own law firm, acting as an effective proxy for SOS. HY’s contact page claims its CEO is
“Claire Low”, yet we were unable to independently verify Claire Low’s existence, and further inquired with the
State of New York, which indicated that Low was not listed on its documents. We find it conspicuous that the New
York documents make no indication of Claire Low, let alone any registered agent, principals or officers.
Second, HY’s website, www.hyfth.com, is hosted by “DingFeng XinHui”, which also hosts SOS’s recently intended
acquisition target FXK, and eSecureChain, where SOS’s new “cryptocurrency expert” claims he departed for SOS:
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HY also lists a sole email address at hyinternational800@gmail.com:

We question why HY, an entity supposedly capable of fulfilling a $20M order far faster than any of its competitors,
wouldn’t bother to create a company email address.
We believe the fact pattern surrounding HY suggests that SOS has utilized HY to either execute fraud against U.S.
(i.e. foreign) shareholders, or against the Chinese government via tax avoidance. Neither potentiality ought to be
particularly reassuring for SOS investors.

“The Timeline” – We Find it Highly Improbable, Especially Over Chinese New Year
We find that SOS’s claimed timeline – 19 days from order to delivery, then just 14 days from delivery to miners
online – simply doesn’t stand up to common sense. Don’t take our word for it; compare SOS’s claims with recent
commentary by bellwethers such as RIOT Blockchain and Marathon Patent Group:
-

On October 6, 2020, RIOT ordered 2,500 Antminer S19 miners. The delivery was originally intended for
December 2020, yet RIOT took receipt of these miners on January 19, 2021, 105 days after the order.

-

On October 26, 2020, Marathon purchased 10,000 miners and stated that “the delivery of these new
10,000 S-19 Pro miners is scheduled to begin in January 2021 and will be completed by March 2021.” This
equates to 67 days at the low end, or 156 days at the high end.
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Even as SOS has claimed that it is now running equipment which is not yet available for delivery (i.e. the T2T 37T),
used equipment is also in high demand, with experts noting, for example, in January that “hardware procurement
will continue to be an obstacle through 2021.” Moreover, third-party brokers such as ASIC Jungle and Coin Mining
Central show little to no inventory available.
And all of this was supposedly accomplished over Chinese New Year. We simply don’t buy it.

“The Deal” – We Think FXK Tech Is Effectively an Empty Shell Set Up By SOS
On January 19, 2021, SOS claimed to enter a non-binding letter of intent to acquire FXK Tech Corporation (“FXK”),
which SOS Chairman Yandai Wang claimed was “a leader in cryptocurrency and crypto algorithmic power
exchange technologies.” We believe the acquisition has yet to close, as (1) the January 19 press release indicated
merely a “letter of intent”, (2) British Columbia filings do not indicate any recent change in FXK ownership, and (3)
given SOS’s highly promotional nature, the Company has not issued a press release nor a Form 8-K indicating that
the acquisition has closed.
Nevertheless, we believe that FXK has numerous pre-existing ties to SOS, and the supposed to-be-acquired
“business” is effectively a fictitious business set up by SOS in service of its stock promotion.

FXK’s Only Listed Address is a “Rent-an-Office” Shared by At Least 4 Other Entities
Per British Columbia business records, FXK was registered on July 8, 2020, just two days prior to SOS changing its
ticker from XRF to SOS, and less than 2 weeks prior to the Company’s proposed name change:

According to Redfin, 6620 Hyland Place, as listed above, is a 5 bedroom home which sold for $1.4 million on June
30, 2020. To us, this appears to be a “rent-an-office” as we’ve found at least 4 additional entities which also have
the residence as a listed address:
-

IPODAO, a supposed IPO advisor.
Starchain, a supposed “crowdfunded blockchain mining service.”
US E-2 Visa Alliance, a supposed “alliance of lawyers, projects and agents for E-2 Treaty Investors visa.”
And finally, Greenfield Decoration, a supposed “leader of intelligent prefabrication decoration.”
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FXK’s website “Contact Us” page has zero phone number or additional addresses, only an outlook email address.
We’re thus left questioning what business FXK has, if any.

FXK’s Website Appears to be a Blatant (and Sloppy) Rip-off of RHY
FXK’s website appears to be a direct mimic of RHY, which, per its website, “Since 2016, [RHY] has invested in the
construction of large-scale data centers in regions rich in power resources such as Eastern Europe, Western China,
and the Middle East, and invested a total of 27 large-scale blockchain data centers.” RHY is owned by Shenzhen
Internet Online Cloud Computing Stock Co., Ltd (SZ:835727). See the side-by-side below:

Again indicative of the amateurishness of SOS’s apparent fraud, on its Chinese website, FXK has apparently
forgotten to change the column header, mistakenly referring to itself as RHY:
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Apparent rip-off aside, we note that FXK purports to offer mining rigs. If this is indeed the case, we question why
SOS would enter into purchase agreement with HY for rigs just two days after announcing this acquisition, rather
than simply working with FXK directly.

SOS, FXK, and eSecureChain Share a Single ICP Number, Suggesting Common Ownership
We think FXK’s ICP number indicates its previously undisclosed connections to SOS. Indeed, we think FXK is a shell
that has been set up by SOS to utilize in its crypto promotion. Per Cloudflare (our emphasis):
“An ICP (Internet Content Provider) number is a state-issued registration that allows you to host your
website on, or serve content from, a mainland Chinese server. All public websites in mainland China must
have an ICP number listed on the website's home page. Hosting providers are instructed to shut down
any website (often without notice) lacking an ICP number … Multiple websites owned by the same
company can use the same ICP number.”
For FXK, this ICP number is 17005667, as we can find referenced in the website’s source code. Interested readers
can “right-click” on any area of FXK’s website to view the same code as is pictured below:

SOS’s SAIC filings reveal the same ICP number belonging to its family of websites:
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FXK’s Source Code References SOS Servers, Suggesting the Site Was Set up by SOS Itself
Moreover, many images uploaded to FXK’s website refer back to “sosbx”, as can be shown in the HTML code
seen below. We find this highly problematic, as “sosbx” refers to SOS BaoXian, SOS’s insurance business which
has been since tossed by the wayside. See that www.SOSBX.com remains active.
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Finally, FXK’s historical website as can be seen here on January 30, 2021, contains source code that also
references eSecureChain, founded by Dr. Eric H. Yan, who joined SOS on January 6, 2021:

We think that not only is FXK effectively an empty shell,
but inexorably linked directly to SOS in multiple ways.
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“The Sniffing Accountant” – Apparently, Even Chinese Auditors Won’t Sign Off
In October 2020, SOS dismissed its auditor, Sandong Haoxin Certified Public Accountants Co., Ltd. (“Haoxin”),
moving onto its third auditor in just two years (PWC Zhong Tian LLP left in 2019), Audit Alliance. SOS indicated:
“During the two most recent fiscal years and through the subsequent interim period preceding Haoxin's
resignation, there was one “reportable event” within the meaning of Item 16F(a)(1)(v) of Form 20-F,
relating to disclosure of material weaknesses in the Company’s internal control over financial reporting.
As previously reported, the following material weaknesses were identified:
(i) a lack of accounting staff and resources with appropriate knowledge of U.S. GAAP and SEC
reporting and compliance requirements;
(ii) a lack of sufficient documented financial closing policies and procedures, specifically those
related to period- end expenses cut- off and accruals; and
(iii) inadequate controls with respect to the maintenance of sufficient documentation for, and the
evaluation of the accounting implications of, significant and non- routine payment transactions.
(iv) a lack of adequate control procedures to ensure compliance with provisions of relevant
regulations to prevent the Company from using personal bank accounts for its operation and to
manage the usage of bank accounts; and
(v) inadequate controls with respect to the maintenance of sufficient documentation for
nonrecurring transactions.”
We again find it telling of SOS as such a laundry list of deficiencies is highly uncharacteristic of a near-billion dollar
company, even prior to the multitude of concerns we harbor regarding the Company’s recent crypto-related
promotion. We also find it telling that, per PCAOB, Haoxin’s only two other clients listed are effective penny stocks:
Fuwei Films Holdings (FFHL; ~$38 million market cap) and Gridsum Holding Inc (GSUM; ~$66 million market cap).
Of SOS’s new auditors, Audit Alliance, Glassdoor reviews are highly unfavorable, citing, for example:
-

“poor audit quality”
“Poor working environment, no audit software and server, no SOP…”
“No proper soft copy of audit working paper is maintained due to the extreme high staff turnover…”

In effect, SOS looks to us to have brought on sham auditors in service of its promotion when more esteemed
auditors wouldn’t do the trick.

“The Finale” – We Think SOS is a Pump and Dump Which is Already Unraveling
We think the bedrock of SOS’s claims to be a burgeoning cryptocurrency operation is crumbling underneath the
Company’s feet, and SOS has incessantly raised capital to line its own pockets. We view SOS’s capital raises as
predatory, as they reward insiders at the expense of minority shareholders. To that end, both major shareholders
and insiders have indicated intentions to sell. See from the February 18 prospectus, in which major shareholders
could exercise warrants at a deeply discounted price of $2.00 per ADS:
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Yet, the updated prospectus filed on February 23 indicates that the previous large shareholders have almost
entirely exited SOS just days later:
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We also find multiple insiders have filed to sell shares via paper form 144s:
-

Chairman Yandai Wang (Chairman), filed to sell 625,479 shares.
Yilin Wang filed to sell 625,479 shares.
Chief Financial Officer Li (Stephen) Sing Leung filed to sell 50,000 shares.
Ronggang (Jonathan) Zhang filed to sell 50,000 shares.

We think SOS insiders already know what minority shareholders ought to know: the ship is
sinking, and it’s time to abandon ship.
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